
THE VISUAL OCCLUSION TECHNIQUE

One of these techniques is called visual occlusion. In this technique the researcher hides body parts or movements,
often via video or film editing, in order to.

Force-plate registration of Event 1 was then used as a trigger to facilitate automated occlusion of vision using
liquid crystal occlusion goggles at time points relative to Event 2. Batting with occluded vision: An in situ
examination of the information pickup and interceptive skills of high- and low-skilled cricket batsmen. Allard
Eds. Although we often use information from a variety of sensory sources, it is sometimes helpful to isolate
the role of individual senses to gain a better understanding of the extent to which they guide movement skills.
Google Scholar Abernethy, B. Visual occlusion techniques to understand the role of vision This is an excerpt
from Fundamentals of Motor Behavior by Jeffrey T. On the other hand, it seems likely that experts learn to
anticipate the serve because the speed at which the ball travels simply does not allow much time to respond.
Simultaneous measurement of back and front foot ground reaction forces during the same delivery stride of
the fastâ€”medium bowler. One of these techniques is called visual occlusion. Dissociation of perception and
action unmasked by the hollowface illusion. Journal of Human Movement Studies, 29, â€” Two key events,
separated by a consistent within-action time lag, were identified in the cricket bowling action
sequenceâ€”namely, the penultimate foot strike prior to ball release Event 1 , and the subsequent moment of
ball release Event 2. Validation demonstrated that, compared with existing approaches that are based on
manual triggering, this method of occlusion permitted considerable gains in temporal precision and a
reduction in the number of unusable trials. Strategies for improving understanding of motor expertise or
mistakes we have made and things we have learned!! A new technology and field test of advance cue usage in
volleyball. Validation demonstrated that, compared with existing approaches that are based on manual
triggering, this method of occlusion permitted considerable gains in temporal precision and a reduction in the
number of unusable trials. If visual information preceding ball contact is used to anticipate the serve, you
would expect the experts to have more accurate predictions, which is actually the case. Probing expert
anticipation with the temporal occlusion paradigm: Experimental investigations of some methodological
issues. Journal of Sports Sciences, 21, â€” A more efficient and accurate protocol to examine anticipation is
produced, while preserving the important natural coupling between perception and action. The method permits
the time course of the presence or absence of visual information to be linked to identifiable events within the
task of interest. Expertâ€”novice differences in an applied selective attention task. In this technique the
researcher hides body parts or movements, often via video or film editing, in order to study how people use
vision to anticipate the best course of action. Fairbrother, PhD. Human Movement Science. Amsterdam:
North-Holland. One question that might emerge is whether or not experts are simply better at tracking the
tennis ball than novices. Google Scholar van der Kamp, J. A spectacle-mounted liquid-crystal tachistoscope.
Google Scholar Savelsbergh, G. Nature Neuroscience, 3, â€” An example application is presented in which the
method is used to examine the ability of cricket batsmen to pick up useful information from the prerelease
movement patterns of the opposing bowler. A more efficient and accurate protocol to examine anticipation is
produced, while preserving the important natural coupling between perception and action. Quarterly Journal of
Experimental Psychology, 59A, â€” Human kinematics and event control: On-line movement registration as a
means for experimental manipulation.


